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Closed M 5.0.1.13 Running Order It would be super duper cool if when I set DIV order, I could 

also set Day and Lake, that way the morning of the event, I 

don't have to re-click all the little running order division 

buttons to print Judges and scorers recap sheets. That would 

make it really easy to re-print running orders too, just for a 

specific day or lake. (I don't like printing the recap forms at 

the beginning of the tournament, because there are 

inevitably changes throughout the days)

Added a feature to save the gorup filter checks, e.g. 

which boxes were checked and unchecked.  

Included with the filters I also save the Print Header.  

A name can be assigned to the saved information 

and then retrieved.

Closed H 5.0.1.13 Slalom Entry Moved to the next pass but realized I choose the wrong line 

length.  When you delete the added pass it doesn't move 

again to either the line/speed dialog or to the next line 

without re-entering the speed.

Fixed handling to advance to the next pass when 

ENTER pressed when in the Boat Time cell and it is 

not empty

Closed M 5.0.1.13 Tournament Setup Create web service to retrieve Sanction information and 

populate in WSTIMS
Closed M 5.0.1.13 Slalom Entry Skier ran a pass at 55K, 16.00 meters, opted-up and skipped 

14.25m going directly to 13.00m.  The dialog box on the 

screen didn’t match what they were doing.  The Note should 

have read “Opt up to 13.00M, 55kph” but it instead read 

“14.25M” – Line Length is correct to the right side of the row.

Fixed messaging

Closed M 5.0.1.13 Slalom Summary Tournament (Class C, 3 rounds) had “placement” that 

seemed a bit strange.  Does the Tournament summary show 

ties?  If not, how does it “pick” for BEST? Below are the 

scores for the 2 skiers by round.  Attached is my playing with 

the tournament summary and placement options.  Obviously, 

there BEST score was identical:  2 @ 39 off or 104.0 If you 

use “FIRST”, Jon is first as he scored his 104 in the first and 

second round. If you use “FINAL”, Dave is first as he scores 

his 104 in the LAST or third round.  However, using “BEST” 

puts Dave in 1st place and Jon in 2nd.  Why doesn’t it show 

as a tie?  I’ve played with the settings and I cannot get BEST 

to come up as a tie.  If you have time, can you please explain 

this?  And maybe let me know how to set up the tournament 

Closed M 5.0.1.13 Add Member Tried to do a search with only a partial first name on a local 

search
Closed M 5.0.1.13 AWSA and IWWF 
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